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About This Game

Place tiles on the board to match the color or symbol of adjacent tiles to create 'passages' from edge to edge. Completed
rows and columns ('passages') disappear from the board. Passage 4 is an easy to learn but challenging game that incorporates the

best elements of several classic games. It will keep you fascinated for hours. Give it a try!

Features:

More than 220 levels

3 game modes with 3 levels of difficulty

6 different graphic themes

Spoken tutorial

Great sound effects and background music
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Crap. Go play the first one.. Pretty good.. I love the concept - I really do. The issue was I personally couldn't immerse myself
100% because the only option is to be a male protagonist. In saying that, it's a good game it really is - worth trying.. Good reskin
but the thing is though the pantograph does not go up or down while driving in AC mode on the \/6 subclass which makes it a bit
unrealistic. If that could be fixed it would be great. bad game 5/5. Unusual but interesting and visually appealing cosmic particle
battle.
. This bundle is complete\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 The only song worth considering in the entire Monstercat
Music Pack is \u201cOverkill\u201d. Even that song sucks, but it\u2019s the only one that actually felt like I was playing on
Expert+ difficulty. All of these songs are terrible choices for this game, and the flow and sync make me think that the Beat
Saber devs brought in their D Team to map these ones. I mean really, the songs from the base game are so good, but these feel
like they were either sourced from someone who lacks any kind of rhythm, or they were rushed as a cash grab. Either
way\u2026 avoid.. GOOD GAME ..
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its good but not great.. This game is pretty good. It's like any other Hidden Objects game(s). I really wish they make a sequel,
but I had a good time.. A satisfying DLC picking up from where the original left off. Takes a bit of adjustment to understand
the new systems, but a welcome addition. I really hope a second DLC is in the works.. Might be a good game someday, but for
now wait till its patched :D. I remember playing this back when it was originally released, and I hated it, probably because of the
control system, the ugly 3D reinditions of LeChuck, Stan & Murray, and that some of the voice cast had changed from my
beloved Curse of Monkey Island.

However as it's finally been put on Steam, I couldn't resist to complete the set. It's important to note that, like Curse, it's not a
remaster; it's the same game with 1999 graphics and the same horrible controls. However, you can remap *some* keys (not all,
sorry, no wasd) to make life easier, plus I found it a lot better to put movement into camera relative which limits clunky
movement to when camera angles change and sometimes to line up Guybrush with a particular object (tip, stand back a bit from
the item)

The game itself, is actually better than I remember. Definitely the weakest of the 4 LucasArts releases, but by no means terrible.
The puzzles are fun, fairly intuitive, and don't involve a huge amount of retreading. Just bear in mind this is a game from the late
90s, where stylish cartoony graphics in 3D aren't rendered that nicely, and you have significant limitations to graphics and
resolution settings,

And bring a notepad for Monkey Combat. It's unnecessarily complicated. Effectively 5-way rock-paper-scissors, but you need
to learn each code to get from one state to another.. Computer teams cheat by making captures that are supposed to be
impossible, like taking a spearman with a spearman. At least on expert and above difficulty. Haven't seen it happen on
begineer.. this game is the best wave tower defense game i have played its hard and. can we get a sound track please?. Weak
even for Early Access and should be free.
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